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//decentralised meme token created by
a community for melon, by melon or may be...

//whitepaper

welcome to the
world of melon.

Today digital world is ruled by meme posts that are loved by the audience. This is because
meme creators put a lot of effort into coming up with a unique idea each time and leave the
audience amused. In recent times the meme world has been ruled by melonmusk. Have you
ever felt your social media feed is full of melonmusk’s posts?

//discover
everything
about melon.

To appreciate meme creators for their connual efforts and hard work, we introduced
muskmelon. To give the meme world of melonmusk a real value and appreciation,
muskmelon is launched. The job of the meme creator is often underrated and not
appreciated as per their efforts. To give a trigger to their effective job and appreciation for
their actions, muskmelon is launched. Muskmelon will redeﬁne the world of melonmusk, bring
out the truth, good, bad and the ugly and also modify the meme creation process for the
meme creators by procuring them with monetary assets in realtime. The entire process of
muskmelon is decentralized and thus allows the meme creators to earn money on the memes
they create. muskmelon will give meme creators a chance to earn and allow them to gain a
stipulated recogni;on for their work. Memes are seen and loved by people worldwide, but
meme creators barely get any credit. muskmelon will help such aspiring meme creators
showcase their talent to the world and add some monetary beneﬁts to their pockets.
Muskmelon ecosystem will also launch a series of melon based lazy games and provide
play-to-earn opportunity. An opportunity is what everyone seeks to grow, and muskmelon is
nothing but a promising option that will allow the meme creators to spread their word, build
a strong community and earn as well.
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Melonmusk is a multi-billionaire and Famous Celebrity but Let me introduce them to
those who don’t know me. I am a MultiBillionaire Business Tycoon who loves to play
with people’s emotions by doing some impulsive tweets and a ﬁckle attitude on crypto
and for that being most famous I mean the most hated person on the Internet. I almost
own Doge and Bitcoin and swing market as I like. But at the same time, now I feel I
could do some wealth distribution and give you all earning opportunities to those who
lose a bit or more in crypto assets due to my impulsive tweets.

#MELON

to the moon

So, am, bringing you an ecosystem by investing in MELON, that’s is our native token.
And few more exciting ideas for they can stake their melon in Slapmelon, so more you
stake more you slap by this I feel people will get their anger on which I did market
manipulation by doing tweets.
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//the ecosystem
runelonrun will
be exclusively
game of our
melon economy
by getting more
melon and
chance to get
nfts out of it.
Our games will
be available on
android and ios.

Download our
lowest slippage
swapping
platform and
swap any
crypto into
Melons
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//the games
//shopmelon

//runelonrun

//manifesto

Shopmelon is our
marketplace where
you can buy my
crazy bobble ﬁgure
to cool hoodies.

RunmelonRun will be
exclusively the primary
game of our economy
by getting more tokens
and a chance to get
NFTS out of it. Our
games will be
available on windows
android and ios.

Manifesto - Beyond
the Mars - Inﬁnity
Games is based on
virtual reality a
parallel planet where
you can develop
anything and
everything of your
choice, This will be the
ﬁrst-ever game that
will be developed.
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introducing

melon#NFTs
introducing a whole exciting range
of melon NFT’s created by
interesting artists thats directly
aimed at the moooooon!!

introducing

melonswap
You can get #SLAP taking part in
the melonswap loyalty Program.
It is also possible to receive
melonswap coins as a reward for
bounty campaigns, social media
contests, and other activities.
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//tokenomics
10 Billion MM Coins
Overall total supply

Token circulation
30%

Marketing & PR
15%

5 Billion
initial release

Liquidity Pool
10%

Ukraine War Relief
6%

5 Billion over 3 years
Gradual release

Private Sale
5%

Reserved
2%

$0.05
Launch price

Core Team
10%

Development
20%

Airdrop
2%

Muskmelon is a token developed on Binance Smart Chain & on Ethereum
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//ukrainewarrelief
participate in the token sale
and 6% of token raise is
donated to ukraine war relief
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//the roadmap
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